Creative Industries Readiness to Support Tourism in Danau Toba
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Abstract – Indonesia planned to create many of featured tourism destination to promote Indonesia as world’s famous tourism destination. In relation with the given strategic plan, Danau Toba was chosen to be one of many featured destination in North Sumatera. In order to achieve the desired outcome, local government, alongside with Danau Toba residents had to improve their tourism selling points, especially creating the tourism experiences. One of supporting factors in tourism experience is the local product which usually branded as souvenirs or many experience-related services. Creative industries was created by combining local value, such as religious, culture, music, and event in form of goods or services. This study aimed to unravel the hidden potential of creative industries to improve tourism experiences. The data was collected through survey and interview based on structured questionnaires. The creative industries potency were mapped within this study. According to this research, The existence of creative industries can support the tourism experience. Creative industries can offer a lot of new experience to the tourist which bring out their best experiences. This approach not only promote a tourism destination, but also promote many point of local culture to the world. However, the current enterprises of Danau Toba was not ready to develop creative industries further.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Tourism has great potential to spur economic development both for locals and government. Indonesia’s tourism sector has been growing steadily since 2012 [1]. One of biggest spot for tourism development in North Sumatera is Danau Toba, especially Samosir Island which located on the mid of Toba lake. Indonesia’s government focused on tourism through ‘visit Indonesia’ program. The recent development of airport is one of proof that government want to develop Danau Toba as the core attraction for tourism in North Sumatera.

Tourism involved on at least the socio-cultural aspect, economy, and political aspect [2]. The development of tourism destination also plays part as government tools to improve local’s income, cut the unemployment rate, supporting the local development, and strengthening diplomatic relationship with other countries [3]. It is regulated under UU No 10/2009. Tourism has a long term impact for economic development.

Danau Toba is chosen for North Sumatera’s featured tourism destination for reasons. The Toba lake is, in fact, the world’s second largest lake, first in South East Asia. The scenery had a lot of positive review and praise from many tourist and blogger for both local and foreign tourist. It has a lot of potential aspect to be polished over and brought out the best of Danau Toba.

Tourism spot is not limited to scenery-like experience. It can relate to the culture and many other attraction spot. Batakinese’s culture and involvement on the area are still strong. Many tourist enjoyed their visit to experience directly to the authentic Batak Culture in Samosir Island.

There are four major strategies that can be used to develop competitive advantage in tourism development [4]. The first strategy is to build a landmark or flagship tourism...
spot that is aimed to become the region’s symbolic icon [5]. We can relate to international example such as France’s Eiffel Tower or America’s ‘Liberty’ Statue. It is well-known across the world. The second strategy is to prepare the super-event that nowadays has been the common strategy to attract tourists all over the world [6]. The next strategy is called “thematisation” that build the tourism destination under a specific aspect to distinguish themselves from others. It mix the culture, sport, music, or arts and build a ‘cultural city’. The last strategy is heritage mining. The heritage is rejuvenated and rebuilt in a creative package to attract people.

The existence of creative industry in tourism sector is important. Dahmus’s study [7] showed how the ‘ghost town’ or ‘dying village’ maximized their creative industry to regenerate themselves. Creative industry had become the key to initiate tourism spot [8,9]. Most part of Samosir Island is still under-developed which bring out its attractiveness to tourist. The development of creative industry over Danau Toba can be the key to promote Danau Toba to the world. However, creative industry should be built over by not only government, but also the locals’ enterprises. Unfortunately, preparing for creative industry development need a lot of attention. This paper is aimed to evaluate the existing situation of Danau Toba’s creative industries as well their preparation to support tourism.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. What is ‘Creative Industry’?

Creativity already acts as important role in economy. It can support economic growth and job creation. Linking the creative industries with tourism will stimulate tourism demand, bring about innovation in tourism experiences, improve tourism local products, recreating atmosphere and improve the destination’s image. Creative industry is the new type of industry that sourced from cultivating people’s creativity, talent, or skill to create a new products and/or job opportunities [10]. Creative industry plays important role in today global economy through its contribution to create a conducive business climate, expanding job opportunities, even positively increase the country’s gross national product as whole.

4. Creative industry in context of tourism can be viewed as creative activities that link producers, consumers and destination by utilizing the available technology, people’s talent and/or skill to implant intangible cultural products and experiences [11]. It is the industry that cultivate and combine intangible cultural asset to the tangible product. The core sectors of the creative industries include advertising, animation, architecture, design, film, gaming, gastronomy, music, performing arts, software and interactive games and television and radio.

B. The Importance of Creative Industry in Tourism

Creative industry will stimulate tourism growth as it add creative content in tourism experiences. It also will support a new and innovative approach for tourism development and creative marketing. Creative industry can help tourism sector to be rebuilt by influencing its image as people wishes. Advertising for example, it will help to embed the destination’s image in people’s mind. According to OECD’s report, creative industry in tourism offered opportunities to:

- Develop and distinguish one’s tourism product and experience;
- Revitalize the current tourism product;
- Enhance tourism experience;
- Create atmosphere to ‘buzz’ the place;
- Overcome the limitation of traditional tourism.

In fact, creative industry also need tourism to support its innovation and create its market. Both synergies one with another. Creative industry is important to develop tourism and tourism is needed to implement the creative industry.

C. Success Story of Creative Industry in Tourism

Can-Sung Ooi’s work [12]. showed the potential of creative industry to boost tourism in Singapore. Despite of have inadequate natural resources, not even fresh water for its own, creative industry is able to boost tourism in Singapore. Creative industry support the development of Singapore not only for product, but also the infrastructure. As result, many of tourism attracted to visit Singapore on their vacation time. Even many of Indonesian tourism come to visit Singapore on their holiday.

The successful story of creative industry in Singapore is not come without resistance. It is common that creativity and culture will always face any kind of resistance from management [13]. It requires cooperation from many stakeholders, especially on building infrastructures [14]. Creativity required to think out of the box which means outside the routine. It is hard to apply something new outside of one’s safe zone.

Another successful story that kind of interesting is Disney Land. Through creative industry, Disney nowadays capable to materialize its Disney character and culture to the real world. As result, many of Disney fan around the world visit Disney Land every day. It has become a fine tourism destination spot.

D. Danau Toba as main Tourism Spot in North Sumatera

Danau Toba is selected as main tourism spot in North Sumatera. It is located in Papat and currently building its own airport to support tourism. The main attraction point of tourism in Danau Toba is the Toba Lake and Samosir Island which located on the middle of Toba Lake. The fresh scenery can mesmerize any tourist, even local people can be mesmerized every day.
Indeed, the scenery and culture in Danau Toba, especially Samosir Island is fantastic. However, the existence of a creative industry is still below noticeable. Locals treat the culture and tourism as different matters. Still it leaves a lot of room for improvement to act as main tourism spot. Scenery alone is not enough. Tourism experience is not only about scenery. It also includes many other experiences, such as cultural experience.

Danau Toba holds the best potential to be the main tourism spot in North Sumatera. However, a lot of improvement is needed to recreate Danau Toba as one of Indonesia’s main tourism spots. Thus, cooperation from government, enterprises, and local is still needed.

III. RESEARCH METHOD

A. Time and Place

This study was conducted on many region of Danau Toba Tourism Spot for both Prapat and Samosir Island, including Tomok, Tuk-Tuk, BatuKursi, and Parababa. The study was conducted from June 2017 to September 2017.

B. The Participants

In order to evaluate Danau Toba’s creative industry situation, a number of 75 enterprises from Prapat and Samosir Island participated in this study.

C. Data Collecting Method

We interviewed the participant based on our structured questionnaires. The questionnaire was constructed to focus on their readiness to be North Sumatera’s main tourism spot.

D. Data Analysis Method

A descriptive statistics is used to map the creative industries in Danau Toba. We evaluate their readiness based on the interview and our evaluation on their product. In this paper we describe their characteristics and readiness for creative tourism development.

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

A. Creative Industry based on Business

There are a lot of enterprises that existed in Danau Toba region. However, there is a tendency of the business sector based on the location. For example, many of Tuk-Tuk and Parababa’s enterprises that start hotel or restaurant business. For a tourism-attraction spot like Tomok and BatuKursi, a lot of locals start a souvenir and fashion line of business. It actually good for diversification from other region. However, too focused on both line of business and abandon the other is not a good choice. People will be in trouble to get other stuff that is not available in the region. Our mapping is summarized in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Enterprises Line of Business in Danau Toba](image)

Figure 1 showed that most of Danau Toba’s enterprises sells local souvenir or boutique. Fortunately locals already started to offer bike-for-rent that can help tourist. Indeed, souvenir from one’s tourism spot is not separate-able in practice. Souvenir most of time act as the sign that a tourist had been traveled to one of tourism spot. According to Sihabun [15], as the number of similar enterprises increased, they will be more likely worked under competitive market which in long term, their profit will be zero. A good news that many kind of enterprises has already been established in Danau Toba. It can support one with another. However, less of them want to preserve the cultural factor. Only 4% of our enterprises that want to work as art performer. We can find small BatuKursi Museum in Samosir. As the size is limited, it can also only preserve a little relics. Art performer can be found in BatuKursi or other tourism spot such as Tomok. The art-performer, sadly, far underdeveloped for an enterprises. Still, locals can pack the event in BatuKursi with art performer that satisfy their tourist. Our interview with locals stated that too much money oriented makes people forgot to preserve the heritage or creatively improve their performance while preserving its heritage and cultural value.

B. Creative industry enterpriser based on gender

Locals highly embraced the job-segregation culture. In one’s family, men worked for livelihood while women do the domestic works. Our study showed that most of the enterpriser is women that want to help her husband for livelihood. Our result of enterpriser based on gender is summarized in Figure 2.
for a business to mature. Their accumulate experience helped them to face uncertainty. They become more sturdy and resistant to challenge. However, it is common that if one take on safe zone for too long, they will also resistant to change.

D. Creative industry enterpriser based on educational attainment

Education played an important role to enhance one’s creativity. However, in today working environment, education also forced someone to start a business. Less organization accepting people that has a low educational attainment. Thus, they forced to start a business to support their livelihood. These situation is still paradox in Indonesia.

C. Creative Industry Based on Working Experience

Based on our study, the enterprises had been operate for a long time. Even several of our participant can not remember exactly when they start the business. They also operate as ‘family business’ that inherited from their parents.

Figure 3 showed that most of our enterprises had operated for more than five years. It had been a long time
Figure 5. Enterpriser Based on Marital Status

Figure 5 showed that more than 90% of our enterpriser had married. Their income from running a business will help them to fulfill the daily needs. Even though they stated that running a business is a side-job for them, it certainly help their economic situation. The urge to grow and successful can be one source of creative idea for business development that we need.

F. The Current Situation for Danau Toba’s Creative Industries

This study focused on creative industry to support tourism experience and existence for Danau Toba Tourism Spot. Literature review showed how important one’s creative industry to help tourism as whole. In fact, tourism and creative industries mutually helped one another. Our study evaluated their readiness to accept the challenge and cultural infused in business.

Figure 6. Overall Creative Industry Readiness

The Competition

Our mapping study showed that most of the industry approaching a perfectly competitive market, especially on boutique and souvenir sector. It is important to keep the competition among enterprises healthy. An unhealthy competition market eventually hinder the ability to grow and improve one’s self. It is important to keep the sustainability of creative industry.

Figure 7. Enterpriser’s Opinion on Market Competition

Figure 7 showed that overall market competition is good enough. They willingly helped one with another enterprise in term of customer or any information related to business. For example, they are willing to give their customer to the competitor to help both customer and competitor. If not, they asked their friendly competitor for their customers’ need and retrieve it from them. Still, price war is existed in normal competitive market. As the market is mostly homogenous, the customer can easily compare the price from one to another shop. We should take a note that our study showed that several enterpriser is willingly to throw up their profit only for take away other customer, even under others’ negotiation. It is advisable to improve the price war policy for the future. It is unhealthy that can kill creativity. Creativity is the costly resources that is needed for improvement. Price war can stop creativity growing in the market and product development. Overall, they are ready in term of competition.

Unity

Our study showed that all of the enterprises believed that they need to unify themselves to create a bigger, larger market to attract tourist better. They realized that unifying many of enterprises create a better shopping experiences for the customers. They also will be able to control the price better, for both pressing the price to customer and procuring the materials.

Local’s activity to unify the enterprisers, however, is not applicable yet. Their sense of independence still low. They believed that it was government’s role to facilitate and regulate the market. They will follow, but under the help of government. The contradiction is still growing today.
Mentally, they are prepared to make a better creative industry for tourism. They are not ready in practice.

**Promotion**

Promotion is an important aspect to generate demand. Marketing gurus [16] stated that promotion is the key activity to attract customers. Our study showed that their promotion of the product is below noticeable. Actually the promotion is quite good for the hotels and restaurant line of business. They had already integrated themselves under *Traveloka* system that helped tourist to look for their hotel and restaurants. They also prepare the package to help tourist enjoy their vacation better. Unfortunately, other that hotels and restaurant, there were almost none promotion were made.

Our study also showed a creative promotion had been made that imbued Batak culture to attract customers. Many of ferry from Prapat to Samosir Island designed with the art of Batak culture. They also added Batak music to their facilities. We interviewed several tourist including foreign one and they appreciate and like the concept. It is one step closer to creative industry in Danau Toba.

**Price**

The price for most of goods and services in Danau Toba and Samosir Island is different based on the holiday season. The rate is set higher than normal under holiday season. Certainly, it boost their income. On average day, they can only cover daily needs. However on holiday season they can even make a saving. It is commonly happened on any sector of tourism activities, even airplane fare was higher on holiday season. The biggest problem of these prices is that they become too pricey. They also exercised a different price for different customer. It build people's distrust to the enterprises. Bargaining is normal, but it is more advisable to create a cut clear of price range. It will help creative industry to grow.

**Uniqueness**

The aspect that differ one product with the other is its uniqueness. The unique one will never be the same with other. However, our target of uniqueness is enough if they were a specialized local product. Unfortunately, our study showed that more that 80% of our enterprises do not have the uniqueness characteristics, not even close to the local culture.

Our interview found that the goods that were sold in all over Danau Toba was supplied from Java. The main reason is cost-efficiency. They can sell a souvenir-like product for a cheaper price. Creating a local product one is pricey. It cost a lot to embed the culture in local product. For example, the cost for Ulos will be too pricey to be sold as souvenir.

We believed that uniqueness is pricey as well. The more unique one's product, it required more skills and talent to be made. For example, one's painting will never be the same even if the same artist who made it. Creative industry is born to overcome this problem. However the current readiness in term of uniqueness is below the safe line.

**Demand-driven Product**

Our mapping study showed that most of enterprises had been established for a long time. As they stayed the same for long time. It will be harder to accept the change, especially to change one's product or process to satisfy the market's demand.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Respond</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Applied</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>In concept, but mostly unrealized</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Not interested</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 showed that only 22% of our enterprises that willingly adopt themselves for the change. Most of time they relied on supplier for a change. They believed that the supplier know it better than themselves for market demand.

**Creativity**

Creative industry required the unification of culture and tourism industry product. As they resistant to change, they naturally resistant to imbued the product with Batak-culture like attributes. However, many of enterprises, outside the boutique and souvenir pushed their creativity to mix culture and product. Nowadays, we can learn Batak original script from the museum or even road sign in Prapat and Samosir. The art performer also started daily event in BatuKursi that can be enjoyed by tourist. They also invited the tourist to involved in cultural event rather than watch them from afar.

**V. CONCLUSION**

The existence of creative industry is important to support tourism industry. In fact, to create a better tourism experience, creative industry's work is needed. Creative industry will also be benefited from successful tourism. However, the readiness of our enterprises' creative industry development is still low. The only key point to face the creative industry challenge was only their competition on market. Their creativity and promotion were still growing but the uniqueness was far under the radar. The biggest challenge to our enterprises is their independency as creator. They relied on government too much to develop themselves. They need to take initiative to grow bigger and be more creative.
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